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Chengdu Future Science and Technology City Fiscal and Economic Impact Analysis 

 

Project Background 

Dick Voith and Jing Liu teamed up with Pelli Clarke Pelli Architects, SWA Group, Arup and 
ANBOUND to participate in and won the 3rd place at the Architectural Design Competition of 
The Future Science and Technology City of Chengdu Hi-Tech Industrial Development Zone 
organized by The Reform and Planning Administration Bureau of Chengdu Hi-Tech Industrial 
Development Zone and Chengdu Hi-tech Investment Group Co., Ltd in 2020 and 2021. The 
competition received more than 100 participants from all over the world. PCPA&ESI team was 
shortlisted with four other world renowned design firms - MAD, MVRDV, gmp and OMA in the 
final design phase, and won the third place in the final round of competition. 
 
Architectural and Urban Design 

The theme for PCPA team’s design is “Synthesizing the Future”. City Synthesis is an “achievable 
visionary scheme” for a future science city, designed to be a livable, ecological, and socially 
vibrant city which can attract academic talent and foster business innovations across silos.  
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The scope of design for Chengdu Future Science and Technology City covers approximately 4.6 
square kilometers. The site will be home to two high-tech universities: Chengdu Electronic 
University and Sichuan University, one national research lab, and one TOD area connecting the 
new Chengdu Tianfu International Airport and City of Chengdu. PCPA team designed a powerful 
spatial order on the hexagonal grid that co-locate business, residential and academia to be 
highly connected in order to foster a community with symbiotic vitality, economic viability and 
a civilized quality of life. The design promotes a livable and futuristic city with more than 40% of 
the area dedicated to be green space, and an autonomous rapid transit (ART) system. Regular 
vehicles will be parked at the perimeter garages, with pedestrian paths and autonomous pods 
connecting to destinations.  
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ESI’s Concept of Innovation Ecosystem Ring 

ESI’s role in the team include developing innovation ecosystem concept, economic 
development strategies, and smart city strategies which further guided the land use plan and 
the detailed urban design of the entire area. ESI laid out the design concept that open, 
welcoming, and sustainable environments within smart, interconnected, mixed use urban 
forms are the future of successful innovation ecosystems.  

 
ESI and ANBOUND’s Economic and Fiscal Impact Analysis 

ESI and ANBOUND also conducted a thorough fiscal impact analysis and economic impact 
analysis for the project after the design was completed. The analysis was based upon abundant 
market research, qualitative policy research, and quantitative modeling. Econsult Solutions 
used the inter-sector data of China’s economic output, employment, per capita income etc, and 

Innovation Ecosystem Ring 
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built an Input Output Model to analyze the direct, indirect and induced spillover impact from 
Chengdu Future Science and Technology City to the entire Chengdu City. It is estimated that 
PCPA’s plan will create around ¥27.6 billion total economic output in Chengdu area every year 
and support around 133,000 jobs with around ¥6.1 billion employee compensation.  

 

 

It is also estimated that PCPA’s plan will generate stable fiscal revenue to the local government. 
It will create land fiscal revenue of around ¥30.6 billion including one-time land sale revenue, as 
well as real estate tax and land appreciation tax income due to housing price growth in the 
following years. Once the project is completed and running at full capacity, the ongoing 
operations will create spillover economic impact to the Chengdu area, generating about ¥2.7 
billion in other public fiscal revenue including business income tax, personal income tax, value-
added tax, and special fund etc. It is estimated that in the fourth year after the completion of 
the PCPA program’s construction, the public fiscal revenue generated by the project can cover 
the total construction cost. The return on investment (ROI) will be around 1.46 in the tenth year 
after project completion. 

 

The analysis supported that PCPA’s design will make Chengdu Future Science and Technology 
City an important source of fiscal revenue for Chengdu government, and an economic engine 
for Chengdu-Chongqing Economic Circle. 
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